
Work History

FRONTEND ENGINEER

Banobe
Pascal

Contact

Phone
+256 706 537 427

E-mail
banobepascal@gmail.com

LinkedIn
linkedin.com/in/banobe-
pascal-36196519

WWW
devpascal.netlify.app

Skills

JavaScript / TypeScript

React.js / React-Hooks

Redux / MobX / Context

Node.js / Express

SQL / NOSQL

Git / Github

CI / CD

Bash / Shell CLI

Linux / Windows

Bug Reports

PERSONAL SKILLS

Self-starter

Team player

Flexible & adaptable

Good Communication

Banobe Pascal a knowledgeable Front End Engineer adept at
creating successful websites and web apps that meet customer
needs. Specializing in collaborating with determined customers to
gather requirements, produce plans and improve designs for
usability and functionality. Fully proficient in JavaScript, TypeScript,
Reactjs, Redux, Mobx, HTML/CSS.
Background includes designing and developing E-commerce,
FinTech, money transfer apps and websites etc in Agile
environments. Also an exceptional team player with an analytical
approach to developing useful solutions.

Freelance software developer
Developed custom front-end HTML, CSS,
Javascript websites.
Beta-tested pre-release application software.
Provided 1-on-1 technical support via email and
phone, and in person.
Performed on-site software maintenance for end
users.
Communicated with clients to deliver quality
software projects and followed up with them to
ensure that customer was happy with work.

2018-08 -
Current

SENIOR FRONTEND DEVELOPER
LENDSMART, New york

Lendsmart's end-to-end solution automates &
digitizes lending and home buying operations for
banks, credit unions, and non-bank lenders
Lead onboarding of Allies for community business
on to Lendsmart platform
Accelerated workows and onboarding of other
clients e.g LoanDepot, Sutton bank, Citizens
bank, Midwest bank, First community bank and
A4CB.
Integrated third-party APIs e.g. Transunion for
collecting credit reports, Finicity for Bank
statements, Argyle for Paystub documents and
Railz for business accounting and financial data
from Quickbooks.
Worked with UI/UX designer to implement new
designs from gma to React, Material UI
Learned new skills and applied to daily tasks to

2021-12 -
2022-10



Education

Problem-solving improve efficiency and productivity.
Utilized: JavaScript, TypeScript, React, Redux,
GraphQL, Material UI.

Junior Frontend (React) Developer
Allerin, CBD Belapu

Worked with UI/UX to re-designed entire frontend
of SuperSwift from desktop to mobile.
Reviewed code and conducted tests for new
features that increased efficiency in product
delivery.
Validated almost 100% user input before
submission to back-end and admin control
portal.
Identified issues, analyzed information and
provided solutions to problems.
Utilized: JavaScript, TypeScript, React, Redux,
Axios, Cypress.

2021-07 -
2021-10

Higher Diploma in Software Engineering:

Software Engineering
Aptech Computer Education - Kampala, Uganda

2018-05 -
2021-05

Coding Bootcamp: Software Engineering
Andela - Kigali

2019-07 -
2019-09


